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Amendment 2
Andrzej Grzyb
on behalf of the PPE Group
Joint motion for a resolution
PPE, S&D, ALDE, Verts/ALE, EFDD
the EU priorities for the UNHRC sessions in 2016
Joint motion for a resolution
Paragraph 18
Joint motion for a resolution

Amendment

18. Recalls that freedom of thought,
conscience, religion and belief is a
fundamental human right, as recognised in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and guaranteed by Article 18 of the
International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights; equally, recalls its
interrelatedness with other human rights
and fundamental freedoms encompassing
the right to believe or not to believe, the
freedom to practise theistic, non-theistic or
atheistic belief alike, and the right to adopt,
change and abandon or return to a belief of
one’s choice; expresses its concern at the
fact that some countries still fail to abide
by UN standards and use state repression,
which may include physical punishment,
prison terms, exorbitant fines and even the
death penalty, in violation of freedom of
religion or belief; is concerned about the
increased persecution minorities because of
their religion or beliefs, as well as unlawful
damage to their assembly sites; supports
the report of the UN Special Rapporteur on
Freedom of Religion or Belief on violence
committed ‘in the name of religion’; calls

18. Recalls that freedom of thought,
conscience, religion and belief is a
fundamental human right, as recognised in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and guaranteed by Article 18 of the
International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights; equally, recalls its
interrelatedness with other human rights
and fundamental freedoms encompassing
the right to believe or not to believe, the
freedom to practise theistic, non-theistic or
atheistic belief alike, and the right to adopt,
change and abandon or return to a belief of
one’s choice; expresses its concern at the
fact that some countries still fail to abide
by UN standards and use state repression,
which may include physical punishment,
prison terms, exorbitant fines and even the
death penalty, in violation of freedom of
religion or belief; is concerned about the
increased persecution of minorities, such
as Christian communities, because of their
religion or beliefs, as well as unlawful
damage to their assembly sites; supports
the report of the UN Special Rapporteur on
Freedom of Religion or Belief on violence
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for the EU to implement its
recommendations on interreligious
dialogue initiatives;

committed ‘in the name of religion’; calls
for the EU to implement its
recommendations on interreligious
dialogue initiatives;
Or. en
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